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FROM THE FOUNDERS
Chris Williams, Managing Director, Green Life Buildings Ltd
Nearly 20 years ago, I discovered an innovative,
highly sustainable, and adaptable construction
system from EMMEDUE that was completely unknown
in the UK at the time. Capable of building anything
from houses and hotels to swimming pools, the
EMMEDUE Building System has gone on to deliver
over one hundred million square meters of buildings
worldwide. Despite this success, the UK has been
traditionally very slow to adopt innovative new
building methods, preferring instead to retain lowproductivity methods with varying degrees of quality
that struggle to meet rapidly changing legislation.
The 2016 Farmer Review of the UK Construction
Labour Model stressed that the time had come for
the industry to “modernise or die”.
Fast forward to 2020, and we are delighted to bring
innovative EMMEDUE technology to the UK under
the Green Life Buildings brand. GLB is a specialist
sub-contractor with our own UK-based factory

Make a difference and change the way you build.

providing innovative, sustainable, and cost-effective
structural building solutions to developers, housing
associations and local authorities. Suitable for use
across multiple sectors, which can be made with local
labour using a straightforward approach harnessing
the benefits of greater speed of construction, better
value and a lower Carbon footprint than other forms
of construction. The advanced system will support
your growth, developments, and community without
costing the Earth. The GLB building system provides
a simple low-carbon option for the construction
sector, and, we are confident that GLB will provide
your project with a high-quality and cost-effective
alternative to traditional construction. For 15 years
I have had the benefit of living in one of 1 million
homes build using the technology and it continues
to balance warmth and cooling and withstand our
weather, providing me with a solid home that I could
not have afforded to construct in any other method.

35 years old and 1 million
buildings worldwide
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OUR MISSION

O U R A D V A N TA G E S

We strive to provide an innovative building
system for the 21st century: a modern structural
fabric and advanced construction technique to
ensure comfort, energy efficiency and safety
in every home and workplace to protect your
purse and our environment.

The GLB building system has many
advantages that allow it to create highefficiency green buildings, either as a
whole building system or hybridised with
other techniques.

Rapidproduction
& Installation
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Lightweight

Strong & Load
Resistant

Uk & International
Approvals

Energy Efficiency
And Low Carbon

REI 120 Fire Rated

The Green Life Building System is an innovative,
lightweight, adaptable, sustainable and exceptionally
durable sandwich panel system that combines an
advanced insulant core technology with traditional
onsite processes to deliver a cost-effective alternative
form of construction. Created by Italian engineers,
the system has been around for over 35 years
and forms the structural basis for over one million
buildings worldwide under some of the most
challenging conditions. It is no longer modern in the
literal sense, yet this advanced solution has always
been way ahead of the curve—and still is.
Our system is unique and cannot easily be
pigeonholed under the government’s new MMC
Definitions Framework, as we combine elements
of Category 2, Pre-Manufacturing of primarily 2D
structural systems with Category 6 labour reduction
and productivity improvements on site. In addition,
we can also supply products for the creation by others
of Category 1 Pre-manufacturing 3D Volumetric
structures.

With its ability to produce structural elements capable
of withstanding 112 tonnes of vertical load per m²
whilst being light enough to carry by hand onto
difficult sites, the GLB system creates opportunities in
locations where traditional construction cannot. The
simple and rapid installation allows for local labour
to complete the project, thereby supporting the local
economy.
Its versatility allows for many different design
options, from curves to geometric shapes and
balconies to roof top expansions. If it can
be drawn it can be made. The rigid core and
concrete finish ensures intimate contact between
the insulation and the structure, allowing for
maximum energy efficiency while also providing
air-tightness standards that exceed current and
proposed Building Regulation standards.

Pre Manufactured Value increases with
the GLB System

REDEFINING MODERN METHODS OF
CONSTRUCTION FOR A BETTER BUILD
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A BETTER BUILD
FOR A BETTER FUTURE
The key to the success of the GLB
Building system is the combination of
factory manufacturing and a versatile,
changeable insulant core. The default
rigid-insulation core using has the highest
A+ rating in the BRE Green Guide. A small
amount of concrete is then spray-applied
to the panels, providing not only excellent
thermal stability and sound insulation but
also loadbearing capacity and a resistance
to fire (REI) of 120+ and a reaction to fire
rating of A1. With a concrete finish to the
internal and external surfaces there is no
fire spread risk.
This combination also yields the lowest
carbon footprint when compared to
traditional, timber frame or metal systems,
with 33kg of CO2e per m2 of wall compared
to 117kg of CO2e per m2 of brick block
*Based on a 0.2U value wall
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and rock-wool insulation wall*. Not only do
we save carbon in construction, you save it
in operation. Lifestyle carbon accounts for
the vast majority of a building’s carbon
footprint. By design, a home made from the
GLB system can reduce energy expenditure
and carbon emissions by 65% compared
to traditional builds, which helps tackle fuel
poverty and support climate emergency
measures.
We achieve this by using UK
manufactured products, innovative
design and simply use less material
with fewer processes. Indeed 5
products are all that’s needed, (1) GLB
panels, (2) Concrete, (3) external paint
or thin coat render, (4) Decorative roof
finish, (5) Internal plaster .

GREEN LIFE
BUILDING SYSTEMS
The Greenlife Building System is formed of
a rigid insulation core which is then stitched
with a trademarked metal structural bracing
cage. These panels are manufactured in
our manufacturing facility in the UK, and
unlike most offsite manufactured systems
on the market, our system can be designed
and made into any geometric shape and
size. It can be curved to create architectural
features, giving architects complete
freedom in their designs. Furthermore,
we form walls, floors, roofs, stairs, and
internal partitions using the system.

The beauty of our system is the simplicity
and the ability to adapt our core material
to insulant systems, including EPS, mineral
wool, cork and foamed glass if required by
client specification or building regulations.
Clear spans of up to 10m can be delivered
by the system as well as structures below
ground. The system can be used in precast
structures, onsite in-situ cast structures and
on site in-situ spray concrete depending on
the project and client needs.
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G L B A D V A N TA G E S
GLB offers a completely versatile building
system that is compatible with existing
construction methods such as steel,
wood, brick, prestressed concrete and
other Modern Methods of Construction.
Its versatility is ideal for tight sites or odd
shapes above and below ground and
it can take any decorative finish, from
direct cladding to ventilated facades.
The robust panels can withstand everything
from hurricanes to fires and earthquakes
to explosions, all with the competitive
value needed to make homes affordable
and sustainable without costing the Earth.
The core building fabric provides these
benefits along with precision automated
digital manufacturing and BIM capability
supported by in-house structural and
design engineers.

optimisation of the assembly sequence,
reduces on-site work and saves up to 40%
on construction time.
GLB buildings perform brilliantly in both
insulation and load-bearing functions.
The thickness and density of the core
can be customised to deliver specific
thermal insulation requirements. With
intimate contact between the insulation
and the building envelope, the GLB
system entirely eliminates thermal
bridging, which helps to reduce energy
consumption by limiting the amount of
heating and cooling required in a home.

GLB and technology partner EMMEDUE
have over thirty-five years of know-how
and over 100 million square meters of
production across one million buildings
around the globe. There are over 60
production lines in 30 countries with
The panels’ inherent lightness allows building approvals and certifications
for rapid production and installation,

Versatile

Robust

Rapid

Great
Value

Low
Carbon
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FREEDOM - ANY
DESIGN ALMOST
ANYWHERE IS
POSSIBLE
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HOUSE BUILDING MADE
EASIER WE HAVE IT COVERED

4,000 m2 Daily

3,000 homes
per annum

Warranty

The GLB/Emmedue Building system has Agrement agreements and technical approvals from
around the globe and includes UK weathering testing and approvals.
GLB are undertaking a BDA approval with KIWA and LABC system approvals. Recent residential
projects have gained 10-year structural warrantyinsurance from various providers, including
Advantage & Build-Zone, recognised by97%of mortgage lenders.
*GLB is a member of the ICF association.
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THREE CONSTRUCTION
METHODS

OFF SITE PRECAST

ON SITE IN SITU
CASTING/FORMWORK

ON SITE SPRAY

THE BENEFITS

2 Trucks=1House

No Cranes

1GLB panels
1 Fine concrete

Everything can be carried
on site by hand.

5 to 6weeks
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JOIN US IN OUR CORE MISSION: TO CREATE SAFE, EFFICIENT AND
COMFORTABLE BUILDINGS THAT DO NOT COST THE EARTH.

Unit A Bracknell House Pywell Road
Corby, Northants NN17 5XJ
0330 1332 463
admin@greenlifebuildings.co.uk
www.greenlifebuidlings.co.uk
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